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Evaluation Terminology Matching Game  
 
Directions: Match the terms on the left with its corresponding Thanksgiving analogy on the right 
by writing the letter of the analogy next to the term.  Some of the analogies have more than one 
possible answer; the challenge is to find the best answer.  
 
 this term… is kind of like… 
 
1. _____ summative evaluation a. No turkey remains on the platter or plates after dinner. 
2. _____ formative evaluation b. The cook opens the oven every 20 minutes to check 

the internal temperature of the turkey. 
3. _____ indicator c. Mom weighs Dad before and after Thanksgiving to 

check for gain. 
4. _____ assessment d. When Mom was planning the menu, she estimated the 

meal would cost about $10 per person and there would 
be leftovers for a few days.  Uncle Harry, however, ate 
so much that there weren’t any leftovers, and the 
average cost ended up being about $12 per person. 

5. _____ benchmarking e. The male guests draw straws to determine which of 
them will dry dishes and which will watch football. 

6. _____ needs assessment f. Guests at the main dinner table are served wine with 
dinner, while guests at the side table are not. Later, 
both parties are asked if they are hungry enough for 
dessert. 

7. _____ comparison group g.    After dinner, family and friends say the turkey recipe 
should be used again next fall. 

8. _____ Pre-  and post-test h. Uncle Leo observes the kids as they set the table to 
determine whether they’re doing it according to Miss 
Manners’ standards. 

9. _____ random assignment i. Aunt Ethel tastes the potatoes as she is mashing them 
and keeps adjusting the amount of milk, salt, and 
pepper to make the potatoes taste good. 

10. _____ evidence j. Before Thanksgiving, Mom asks the guests if they will 
require vegetarian options. 

11. _____ instrument k. The turkey should turn a rich golden brown. 
12. _____ 
 

accountability l.     A thermometer is used by the cook to check the 
internal temperature of the turkey. 

 
   Notes: 

 
 


